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Sgt. Travis Steinberg
worked with Walmart to
obtain a $100 gift card to
use toward the crew’s
Make a Difference. For the
last couple of weeks, they
sought out a family that
may have been down on
their luck.
Recently, Officer Jake Swanson responded to a juvenile shoplifter in custody for stealing a
candy bar. Officers learned that the juvenile had not eaten in almost 24 hours. Jake
contacted the juvenile’s adult brother NC. Jake learned that NC’s mother has been in and
out of their lives and is currently staying at a motel in St. Paul. NC has taken his brother in
to provide a more stable environment. His brother attends a local high school, and they
live in Roseville. In speaking further with him, he admitted money has been tight and food
has been hard to come by.
Officers from his crew pitched in their own money to obtain a card to Cub Foods to
provide to NC and his brother along with the $100 Walmart gift card. They met with NC at
Walmart and provided him the gift cards. NC was introduced to Andrew who is the asset
protection manager at Walmart. They spent time with him before officers had to clear for a
death investigation and a stolen vehicle followed by another agency in our city- That’s
Roseville for you. Excellent job by this patrol crew!

While Officer Joe Cox was working at
Walmart on Thanksgiving, this little
girl and her family (that’s grandma in
the background) came in and the girl
was ecstatic to see police officers and
to get a sticker badge. Her mother was
a retail manager and they discussed
retail management and Black Friday
i
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The front office staff
decided to orchestrate a
donation drive for the
RAHS food shelf as part
of our Make a Difference.
We asked the public to
help and it was a great
success. You can see the
amount of donations, and
$145 in cash that was
delivered to RAHS before
the winter break. Thank
you everyone who helped.

Shop with a Cop

We helped 17 area children and their families during our
annual Shop with a Cop event earlier this month. As normal,
the kids were looking for gifts for the family members first.
See the heartwarming text received after the event.
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Officers Matt Swanson and
Ashleigh Larrive stopped by
the Rice and Larpenteur
Alliance’s Holiday Pop-Up
community engagement
event at Setzer’s Pharmacy.
We make some allowances
for approved headgear.

The Investigations Unit decided to help a Roseville
single mother as their Make a Difference.

What is Make a Difference?
Several years ago, our top focus of activity became Community Engagement. As
part of community engagement efforts, I challenged each crew to “adopt” people
and families over the holiday season using their own money. Adopting a person or
family means to seek out what the person or family needed and provide as much
as possible.
This morphed into something called Make a Difference, where I challenge each
crew to make a positive difference for a person, family, or a part of our
community twice each year. Making a difference should be done on our own time
or our own dimes in order to have a positive impact. This way, RPD employees
can help people several times throughout the year using their own money or time.
It’s an optional challenge and has been accepted by most.
Take Care, Chief Rick Mathwig
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